Gassman reviews ‘successful’ regime

by Jack C. Silvery

Staff Reporter

Although others might not agree, Mike Gassman, this year’s Student Body President (SBP), feels his regime has been quite successful in getting things done. He believes his campaign promises have been fulfilled as much as possible, and he attributes the unforeseen projects also have been handled.

The Gassman-Casey ticket won overwhelmingly a year ago over two other tickets. They received 2,062 votes—well over the simple majority—on the ticket of Tim Boze and Peter Gaa placed second with 980 votes. Candidates Mike Silvery and Bill Walsh received 353 votes, placing third.

Their platform stressed experience and, it seemed to be the sole issue. Gassman had worked the previous three years in the Student Government. During his Junior year he served as Academic Commissioner for Student Union, in which he was responsible for the campus newspapers. Mike Casey served one year on Hall Presidents’ Council before the election.

During the campaign Gassman stated, “The basic thrust of our platform is to work with our students for more communication and cooperation.”

N.D. employee injured in automobile accident

by Jack Pizzolato

Senior Staff Reporter

Sharon R. Clark, 31, an employee in the physics department, was injured Friday afternoon when the car she was driving was struck by another vehicle at the corner of Juniper and Douglas Roads.

According to a police spokesman, the driver of the other vehicle, Raymond P. Campbell, 20, of 710 West Lafayette Ave., was southbound on Juniper Rd. approaching Douglas Rd. when he turned into the oncoming lane.

Clark, who was heading northbound on Juniper Rd. attempted to avoid Raymond by turning onto Douglas Rd., but was struck. The accident occurred at 2:45 p.m.

Both drivers were taken to St. Joseph County Hospital. Campbell suffered nose and lip injuries but was treated and released. Clark, who resides at 1835 Weaverton Ave., was admitted with head, facial, and possible head injuries and is listed in fair condition.

Campbell was driving a 1968 Chevy four-door hardtop and Clark, a 1975 Chevy coupe. Both vehicles were towed away with extensive damage estimated at $1,800.

Hogan announces Editorial Board

by Jack Pizzolato

Senior Staff Reporter

Editor’s Note: This is the first in a three-part series on the legal and wide problem of “redlining” in mortgage loans, with particular emphasis on the practice in the South Bend area. The first article will deal with the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975, becoming the effect it has had on some of the weaknesses of the law. The final article will outline some of the solutions that have been proposed or already instituted in other sections of the U.S.

Redlining-big city problem comes to South Bend

Dolores Clark is still amazed. Had they lived in Chicago or New York or one of the major cities, she might have been less surprised, but it happened in South Bend. Dolores and her husband, James, were denied a reasonable home mortgage.

A year ago, the Clarks, who live in the upper northwest side of the city, decided to purchase for rental a house in the upper northwest side. The previous owners had defaulted on a Federal Housing Administration (FHA) mortgage loan, and the home had been purchased by the FHA at public market for $5,600.

When the Clarks talked to a local realtor, they were told there would be no problems; the banks and savings institutions were not lending money in that neighborhood. They went to the South Bend Federal Savings & Loan Association and were told they had an account and an excellent credit rating. South Bend Federal refused to make a loan or under $15,000.

The Clarks finally went to a Mishawaka bank where they stated they had no problem getting a loan. But they and their neighbors now fear that the northwestern side may be “redlined.”

“Redlining” is a term that was first used to describe the practice of the city either turned them down or said they would not make loans for less than $10,000. One did agree to do so, but at a rate of 12 percent which the Clarks thought were ridiculous.

“They wouldn’t commit themselves,” Dolores Clark said. “Just say no and just beat around the bush, wouldn’t give a reason, and that’s why I got so disgusted.”

The Clarks finally went to a Mishawaka bank where, they stated they had no problem getting a loan. But they and their neighbors now fear that the northwestern side may be “redlined.”

On April 1, SBP-elect Bender will take over the responsibilities from Mike Gassman. Gassman sees his regime as successful in fulfilling campaign promises. [Photo by Tony Chifari] 

Observer Insight

Gassman had tried to deal with the problem last year through the Academic Council. This year he has taken personal interest in the judicial boards, to better the faculty-student relations.
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Amin seeks good relations

Sophomore survey reveals similarities in three classes

The more students seem to change, the more they remain the same, according to a survey of three different groups of sophomores over the last 15 years at the University.

Junior Fargen, professor of education at Spalding College in Louisville, Kentucky, found that the brightest of Notre Dame's sophomores in the years 1961, 1971, and 1976, using a 124-item questionnaire: "They (respondents from all groups) agreed on two-thirds of all the item responses for the entire inventory," Prof. Fargen said in a preliminary report. "This fact raises a question about whether these classes really are as different as students were often made to be," he added.

When contrasts were evident in the surveys, they were with the sophomores. The greatest differences were between the 1961 sophomores and their counterparts 10 years later or the 1971 sophomores and their counterparts five years later. The 1961 sophomores were surveyed about the time of the inauguration of President John F. Kennedy. The 1971 research included with the present research, published in the previous issue of campus, and the 1976 data were collected after the election of Jimmy Carter.

The results of the research instrument included family relations, outlook on life and the future, evaluation of education in general and Notre Dame in particular, and attitudes toward the economic and legal systems.

...questions about their own University, 1976 sophomores gave the highest rate. Of these, 1971 sophomores were next, and 1976 sophomores last. Residents of the U.S. gave the strongest favorable assertion from all three groups, and the influence of socioeconomic factors. Amin, writing in The President, stressed that he neighbors, "It is still capable of defending itself." Among other points made by Amin:
- That reports of 3,000,000 Egyptians and several thousand Cuban troops being in the country were untrue. Such reports, he says, "were a source of anxiety for the correct pages of the Western press."
- That reports of mass killings of Ugandan Christians by the Ugandan army were also incorrect. But, referring to a plot he recently said he was familiar with, Amin also said that, whether they be Christian, Muslim, or pagan, "pay the price of plotting against the government."
- That he fully intends to attend the Commonwealth Conference in London in February to discuss outstanding issues with the country. He says it be hared from the event and "to avoid contact with professionals" and "to avoid the country.
- That he also hopes to visit the United Nations in New York this year. President Carter has permitted his release so that he can visit the U.N., he said, before he can visit the other capitals of the world. The U.N. headquarters will be moved out of New York.

Erratum

In the last edition of this paper, on p.4, it was incorrectly reported that The Observer and the University will co-sponsor a basket of recruitment activities for the graduation this year. Among other points made by Amin:
- The correct amount of the loan is $15,000.

Placement Bureau changes date

Students wishing to sign up for interview at the University Career Office for the week of Mar. 26 can do so on Tuesday, Mar. 22. For this week, there will be no Monday sign-ups.
In Business College

Dean Ryan announces changes

by Diane Wilson

In an effort to "redistribute the manpower with the College of Business Administration" some departmental, service changes are due to take place soon, according to Dr. Frank Ryan, dean of the College.

Dr. Yassuko Furushashi, professor of marketing and former acting dean of Business Administration, will be leaving the College due to a position offer elsewhere.

Dean Ryan announced that the associate dean of the College since 1973, will continue in that role with responsibilities in the administration of the college and all the departments. She will also be taking on the role of associate dean for graduate studies and administration.

As announced, Dr. R. Malone, associate dean of the College of Business Administration will leave his administrative duties effective Monday, March 7, 1977. Dr. Frank Yeandel, assistant dean of the College of Business Administration, will be joining the faculty at St. Mary's College where he will be associate professor of business and economics effective on Aug. 30, 1977.

Reason for change

According to Dr. Ryan, there are three reasons for these changes. First, one is to consolidate and add the administration office for the graduate and undergraduate business majors into one unit covering both. A third purpose is to expand the scope of the associate deans so that each is responsible for the entire College rather than just one section of it, and so that the graduate and undergraduate responsibilities will be covered by one person.

Dean Ryan also commented on the necessity of a 'cap-up' course at the end of the program connecting the areas of business, not just in the College and all the departments, because the evaluation to take longer but will be recommended. There are no course changes slated for 1977.

The College of Business is working toward a complete review of the evaluation, new requirements for the college and the departments will be recommended. There are no course changes slated for 1977. A major shift in the college and within each department.

Dean Ryan explained that this will cause the evaluation to take longer but will be recommended. Each professor is concerned with the evaluation and not just his department.

Overstressing a problem

Another concern of the college is the crowding within the college. Ryan explained that the situation is going on within the sophomore year in statistics. There are not enough courses for the students and not enough professors.

Ryan said the college was also working on not having to have all the courses offered in large. They are also trying to evolve the facility to small classes for senior level new courses and to have the courses in a smaller number.

The fire drill also noted that he didn't know of any damage in the hall caused by people at parties in Alumni.

Cooling off in dorms 'not excessive'

by Mark Perry

The amount of damage and vandalism at the Student Center has not been excessive so far this year, according to Edwin Lyon, director of campus residence.

Lyon noted that some hall damage was expected each year, and commented on the certain amount of damage because of heavy inattention and not enough. Lyon recalled one year when the elevators had to paint four times because of damage.
Retain Danehy

Prompted by the University's retirement of Prof. James P. Danehy, we examined, in Friday's editorial, Notre Dame's nebulous definition of tenure, and the manner in which this definition may be applied (at the University's discretion) either to retire or retain professors once they reach 65. University that stresses liberal education.

In this editorial, we turn to the interpretation and abide by the general retirement rules, he deserves to go on teaching.

By his own definition, Dr. Danehy's primary role as a Professor of Chemistry is to teach Organic Chemistry to Notre Dame's pre-med and science students. This course is the pre-med pre-requisite; it marks the point at which a student who wants to become an M.D. makes it or drops out of pre-med.

A tough course for the student, Organic Chemistry is a rigorous and consistent test for the professor who teaches it. Professor Danehy has been able to put into his teaching effort enthusiasm and vigor that many younger faculty members would probably lack.

Danehy's teaching is not limited to chemistry, however. Professor Danehy has contributed to the development of the Notre Dame Credit Program, and is a long-time member of the Faculty Senate. He now serves as its chairman. In this role, he has put forth an effort to bring about a change in the student's view of the Senate and the administration.

In view of his past record at Notre Dame, and his continuing good work, we wholeheartedly support Professor Danehy's efforts to delay his retirement.

The Observer
Redlining problem examined

```
 production of the book,'’ Mader said.

 sometimes small mistakes don't matter in paper or yearbook, or something of that sort,’’ Mader continued, “but in a book everything is more difficult so it can be perfect as we can make it.

 Since the book will soon be on the market the book has turned its attention to marketing and publicity.

 the class is considering many different ways of publicizing the book, including many on and off-campus channels. Current possibilities include ads in the Observer, iron-on transfers, and, hopefully, autograph parties at a few local bookstores. Mader said one member of Juniper Press might go as far as walking around campus in a dodo costume to inform the Notre Dame community of the book.

 Mader stated, “We would like to see the book published in some educational magazines or the educational sections of some other magazines. Our goal is to get this book out in the world.”

 Mader acknowledged that there are important categories of the book’s text, and that the window for resubmission is closing.

 “Our biggest job in making the book ready for printing was catching the many subtle mistakes in the text. If you look at the book you will notice the typos and the other flavor errors,” Mader said.

 What can you do with only a bachelor's degree? Not very much in today's job market. Your American Cancer Society.
Gassman reviews fulfillment of proposals

[Continued from page 3] sponsor in the state legislature. The bill had a good chance of passage, because the sponsor had a majority of 5 seats to run for another office. He has dropped the bill in the meantime, and the bill will probably be killed in committee.

Gassman believes this is unfortunate since the bill was almost passed during the session. It was done on it the future. He does, however, feel that the amount of headway the program got.

Dave Bender, SBP-elect, believed Gassman’s attempt was “worthwhile” and that he was “owed credit to be given to this year’s SBP.”

The Gassman ticket’s fourth objective was to increase the services of the Student Government and Student Union.

One plan involved the printing of a sort of booklet, describing the two organizations and their value to the student and University. Before this could be done, however, Student Union printed one on its own and the idea was given up. Gassman has had quite a bit of trouble with the Student Union over the past year of some problems between the two organizations. He said there was some communications problem and this made work between office hard.

Bender saw Student Union organization as a problem in this year. He commented that there was a real conflict from what he understood and added “if the two groups are not working together, both sides are in for a lot of problems.”

Another program Gassman tried to deal with was to get better relations with the Board of Treasurers to know student needs and wants. In this task, Gassman feels he was successful.

He, or some other Student Government representative met with them regularly, and Gassman said that better feelings have been produced on both sides. This could help with future decisions.

Concerning Judicial Boards, Gassman felt that there was too much of a lack in the halls. Most J-Boards didn’t, and still don’t, have J-Boards and of the ones that do, many are ineffective.

Gassman’s strategy was to rein­force the entire system. There was a push to get a J-Board established in each residence dorm as well as to revitalize the existing ones. Student Government recommended that party and potential violations be handled within the halls.

It is an important result of the work of Gassman and his workers is the promise by the University to install laundry machines for men.

This was not on the original list of campaign issues. This involved an in-depth investigation before the proposal was even drafted.

Much time was spent on in­forming gathering on this issue. All aspects of financing, engineering and student need were looked into before the presentation was made.

Gassman’s Government succeeded in gaining administrative awareness of the problem and the administration agreed to install the machines.

Gassman stressed the complete­ness of the information. One has to know all the facts and all the questions as well, he said. In addition to the presentation, Student Government has to know how the administrators will react and the next questions they will ask.

Whenever this year’s Student Government went forward with a proposal, it was as solid as possible with the time they had, Gassman stated. “You have to prove yourself,” he said, adding that he felt they had this year.

Bender also agreed this strategy of highly communicable, “very, very well” with the Administration. He saw the problem in the communication with the students. Bender cited the Cable TV issue as an example of this. He said many people felt it was not the outstanding advantage it was made out to be by Gassman and others.

“An awful lot of people didn’t like the idea,” he said, “Too much time was spent on it.”

Gassman had presented a pro­posal to the University to install a Cable TV system to aid educational and entertainment interests. It was rejected but only by a very close margin. Gassman stated that this proposal was very complete in the amount of time available to produce them before an issue came up. All the financial and engineering problems were inves­tigated, and the ways to overcome them were drafted. Again, the questions were anticipated and answered before the presentation.

Bender commented, “They look­ed into a lot of real good issues.” He added, however, there was not enough support by students and the SLC. The SLC did nothing for Gassman, according to Bender.

The important point is not only that these things were done, but that Student Government pushed them through,” Gassman stated.

“Like to stress professionalism— responsibility, not politics in this administration.”

Under Gassman, the system of co­exchange between the two din­ning halls and with St. Mary’s was expanded. It began with a lunch between the two dining halls. This was so successful that this service was extended to dinners as well. Again, there was great response and the number of tickets were doubled.

Gassman said his job has been a dual one. He must get the job done and also keep people happy.

Student Government this year has tried to talk about things without making a lot of noise and disturbances. Gassman stated they hadn’t really had to do anything spectacular and, therefore, had little to offer the students. He added that they have gotten things done in this year. They have kept their credibility.

Gassman stated that it was a great learning experience, but a “lot of hell.” He said, “I don’t know if I’d do it again. If I had the experience, no. If I didn’t, I probably would.”

“Not just for gratitude, I just don’t get to the grief,” he concluded.

Changes made in Business Dept.

[Continued from page 3] sons for having small classes: as to have more class participation, which is extremely important in large lecture classes, to encourage discussion in a greater way, and to emphasize writing and speaking skills. When Ryan became dean two years ago, the business major class size was 42 at 44, and Ryan hopes that by 1979,44 is the number.

The only business class offered to non-business majors is the beginning course, Accounting. This spring there are two sections, and next fall and spring there will be two sections offered here. This is a section per semester increase. All the departments are in the process of looking for courses that can be opened to non-business majors.

Highly trained, highly qualified, and highly dedicated missile officers in the Air Force have the vital business of keeping America alert. This is a specialized field available to a very few special men.

You can prepare to enter this exciting field by enrolling in an Air Force ROTC program. Four-year, 3-year, or 2-year programs leading to a commission of an Air Force officer. There are scholarships available, plus $100 monthly allowance. And after college, a three-year, full-time job with a challenging job and with paid-for graduate educational degrees.

If you’re the type of a guy who wants to plant your feet on a solid foundation, join the AFROTC program and look ahead to becoming a missile launch officer in the Air Force.

Get all the details….no obligation, of course.

For more information call Capt. Davis at 283-6635

Put it altogether in Air Force ROTC.
ND cagers receive NCAA bid

by Paul Stevenson
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame Athletic Department has received a boost as Irish basketball fans geared up for the NCAA Basketball Tournament. The West Coast Regional has been configured for a second consecutive year, and Notre Dame, along with Marquette University, is one of the schools in the region opposed which the Irish have been placed. Notre Dame is the No. 3 seed for the region, while Marquette is the No. 2 seed. The teams are scheduled to play at 8 p.m. on March 20 in the Midwest Regional Round.

The Irish have had a successful season, finishing in second place in the Big East Conference and reaching the NCAA Playoffs for the third consecutive year. They are looking to make a deep run in the tournament and improve upon their previous NCAA appearances.

In addition to Notre Dame, the regional includes Marquette, Wisconsin, and Oklahoma State. The first round will feature Wisconsin vs. Oklahoma State and Marquette vs. Notre Dame. The winners will advance to the Sweet Sixteen round.

The Irish have been led by senior forward Pat Garrity, who has been a consistent scorer and rebounder throughout the season. Guard Todd Lichty has also been a key contributor, providing strong defense and driving to the basket.

Head coach Mike Brey has been pleased with the team's play and is optimistic about their chances in the tournament. "We've had a great season, and I'm really looking forward to playing in the NCAA Playoffs," Brey said.

Notre Dame fans have been supportive throughout the year and are eager to see the team in action in the tournament. The university has announced that tickets will be available for preorder online or at the university ticket office. Fans are encouraged to purchase tickets early to secure their seats.

With a home court advantage and a talented team, Notre Dame is well-equipped to make a strong run in the NCAA Playoffs. The Irish will have the opportunity to prove their abilities against some of the best teams in the country. It's an exciting time for Notre Dame basketball fans, and they are looking forward to watching the team compete in the NCAA Playoffs.
ND cagers dump No. 1 Dons, 93-82

by Frank LaGotta
Sports Writer

Saturday was supposed to have been the day that the San Francisco Dons silenced all critics and proved that they were, indeed, worthy of the number-one tag they had worn all season. However, things didn’t quite work out that way. What was, in fact, proven on the floor of the Cow Palace amidst the deafening roar of 11,345 externally-partisan fans was the one thing that following the Notre Dame basketball team all season already knew: Player Phelps has a darn good basketball team. And the first to admit it was San Francisco coach Bob Gaillard.

“They’re good,” sighed Gaillard who saw his hopes for an undefeated season diminish with every Duck Williams lay-in. “Definitely the best we’ve seen all season.”

From the tip-off of the final buzzer, which found the Irish on the winning side of a scoreboard reading 93-82, Phelps’ cagers were impressive in virtually every aspect of their game.

In a first half marked with turnovers, the lead changed hands a number of times before San Francisco jumped in at 27-21 advantage, their widest margin of the day, on a Marion Redmond lay-up with 5:35 remaining in the half.

Then senior forward Bill Paterno took over playing tough defense and providing ten of Notre Dame’s 22 steals on the afternoon and was quick to regain the lead on a couple of quick shots and providing ten of Notre Dame’s 22 steals on the afternoon.

Whether the Irish were capable of defeating that number as to whether the Irish were was any doubt after Friday’s game against Minnesota an inspired locker room and quickly regained the second half.

Then senior forward Bill Paterno... (continued on page 7)

With Bob Suter in the sin-bin for roughing, the Irish capitalized on their second powerplay opportunity of the night. When Donny Fairholm, set up by Dukie Walsh and Ken Bruzzese, blasted a shot from six feet out that found its way between the legs of Julian Baretta. The Badgers might have stopped it on one save in the game. They... (continued on page 7)

Williams garnered the game’s high scoring honors with 25 points, finishing the night one of eight from the field and seven of eight from the foul line. Toby Knight finished with 19 points followed by Paterno with 16, Braannin and 14, and Bannning showing 13 as the Irish entered with five players in the box-scores category. For San Francisco, Boyes, displaying exceptional accuracy from the field, got 11 of 11 attempts for 23 points. Redmond added 18, Cartwright with 10 and 10. Commenting on the game, Gaillard cited the play of Paterno as a deciding factor in the outcome. "He is a great ball player. He is a senior and this was his last game here so I guess he went out in style." Paterno made good on five of seven attempts from the field and was perfect from the charity stripe in six attempts.

Awards: The "Most Valuable Player" honored by NBK was none other than Billy Parker and Dick Eiben. The Notre Dame student body was, in the words of Duck Williams, terrific. "We pulled us through a number of times this year. I am very glad we got as much as they deserved it."

A jubilant Phelps talked about the Notre Dame spirit evident throughout the contest. "We go back to Knotie. The last three weeks St. Jude has been good to me and I’m not ashamed to admit it either."

The loss prevented San Francis-cio from becoming the ninth team in NCAA history to finish the regular season with a perfect record. The Dons have a 25-5-0 mark and are favored to win the West Coast Conference title.

On Monday, March 7, 1977

Icers salvage tie in weekend series

by Gregory Solman
Sports Writer

if there was any doubt in the mind of Irish fans as to who is the best hockey player in the nation, the Wisconsin Badgers proved that they were Friday night. If there was any doubt after Friday’s game as to whether the Irish were ever going to be capable of matching one with one. Saturday, night may have been the night that the Irish fans believed that the Irish were a different team than they had ever seen before on the ice as the Irish were a different team than they had ever seen before on the ice as the Irish... (continued on page 7)

Irish fans were a different team than they had ever been before. They were quicker than my opponent and flawless grabbing 42 caroms to lead and provided the inspiration for the Irish to... (continued on page 7)

The Irish had another powerplay opportunity when Les Grauer was called for tripping, but the hapless Icers had all they could do to keep from being scored on short-hand-ed as Steve Alley took advantage of a defensive breakdown, and scored in unassisted on Lenny Mohr. Moher was equal to the task and the Irish escaped from their own powerplayounts. Miles later, it was Wisconsin’s turn to answer when Jeff Coeller went off for tripping. "I'm not taking anything away from Jeff Coeller, but he is not aundler," said Coach Smith. "I don't mean to take anything away from Jeff Coeller, but he is a good player, and didn't react well. We... (continued on page 7)

From the Wisconsin standpoint, every-thing changed. The defense was outmatched by 25-5-0 record and a mob of fans that were, at times, more vocal than the entirety of the Notre Dame crowd; but then, they had more to be vocal about. The Badgers gang tackled the Irish squad Friday night with an embar- rassing 8-3 trouncing. The follow- ing Monday afternoon the Irish had the third period attack to bring the game into overtime, where it ended 3-3 tie. In the first game of the series, the Irish were clearly outplayed by the feisty Badgers. They were not only beaten on the scoreboard, they were beaten in spirit as well. "That was pathetic, absolutely pathetic," commented a dejected Coach Lefsy Smith. "I thought we had an excellent week of practice, I don’t understand where we stood."

Whatever the case, the Irish had their problems containing the pow- erful attack of one of the best-trained teams in college hockey. With Bob Suter in the sin-bin for roughing, the Irish capitalized on their second powerplay opportunity of the night. When Donny Fair-holm, set up by Dukie Walsh and Ken Bruzzese, blasted a shot from six feet out that found its way between the legs of Julian Baretta. The Badgers might have stopped it on one save in the game. They... (continued on page 7)

Coacher Smith cited several of his team’s shortcomings in the game. "We wandered around too much, and didn't react well. We... (continued on page 7)
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